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Mr. Lucas: Welcome everybody to the NSI 2017 half year results analyst call. Today we have  

Bernd Stahli, CEO and Anne De Jong, CIO presenting to you. The presentation will be followed 

by a Q&A session. We know you are all busy with several companies reporting, so we will keep 

it short.  

 

I will now hand over to Bernd. 
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Mr. Stahli: Good morning everyone. Let’s go to slide 3.  
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We are very pleased to report the first half results for NSI this morning. They are making very 

clear that we have put a lot of effort in over the last 12 months to change and improve the 

business. You can see that we have had a 21% increase in EPS to EUR 1.35, which is largely 

driven by an increase in the operating margin of 6% to 79.9%. We have kept the dividend 

stable. We will talk about that later. 

 

The portfolio revaluation is a positive 0.6%. We are pleased with that; it has pushed the NAV 

to EUR 45.44. The balance sheet is in great shape at 38% loan to value and it shows that we 

have significant capacity to invest in our business.  
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As we can see on slide 5, we introduced our new strategy to be the leading Dutch office 

investor with a strong focus on active asset management with the full year results in February. 

All our efforts have been on executing on that strategy since. We have done over EUR 

330 million of deals and we have made significant progress in exiting our retail activities over 

the first half. 
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On slide 6 you can see that we sold in total for EUR 238 million of assets in the first half. We 

have basically also acquired an extra EUR 116 million of assets. So, we have done more than 

EUR 300 million of deals in the first half. This is a third of the balance sheet. That is a good 

result. What pleases us is the fact that we have been able to sell our retail assets at a 3% 

premium to the book value and that the five assets that we have sold on the office side have 

been sold in line with the book value. In the process, we lost 260+ lease contracts and about 

half of the proceeds of the disposals have been reinvested in just four offices: two in 

Amsterdam, one in Utrecht and, as announced this morning, another one in Leiden. So, we 

have reduced the number of lease contracts and the number of assets. We have lost a bit of 

income but the yield on the acquisition is more or less in line with the yield on the disposals. 

So, we are quite pleased with that result as well.  
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Where does it leave the portfolio? We have gone from 66% in offices and HNK at year end to 

now 83% in offices and HNK. The exposure to retail has gone done to about 16% and in all 

our core markets – Amsterdam, the other G4 and the Randstad – we have grown our exposure 

over the last six months. Our aim is to continue this path over the next six to twelve months to 

further move to the portfolio that we want to own. 

 

With that, I would like to hand over to Anne. 
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Mr. De Jong: Thank you, Bernd. Good morning everyone, Anne De Jong speaking. I am happy 

to inform you about our portfolio, especially about the changes we have made in the last six 

months. I will present you nine slides; most of them are about our new strategy, about 

executing our new strategy and about selling retail or reinvesting proceeds in office buildings. 

Of course I will also inform you about the markets, operational performance, revaluations and, 

last but not least, changes we made on sustainability.  
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Slide 9 is about executing the new strategy. In the last six months we were very successful in 

selling retail. We sold 57% of our retail assets; 23 assets sold in two portfolio deals and one 

single asset transaction. In April, we sold 16 assets. In June, we published a deal with Retail 

Estates, a Belgian REIT. As Bernd said, disposal proceeds from retail disposals are above 

EUR 200 million in general 3% above book value, so that is good. 

 

This slide shows that looking at our current retail portfolio, which is 16% of the total portfolio, it 

is weighted towards four big assets. Two thirds of our retail value are in Rotterdam Zuidplein, 

Rijswijk, Heerlen and Ridderkerk.  
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As Bernd said, we have been successful in reinvesting the proceeds in four good assets, which 

fit our strategy. Our strategy is very simple: investing in good locations like Utrecht and 

Amsterdam. On this slide we present you the first acquisition we published this year, the 

Uniceflaan in Utrecht. The tenant is the government. It has a yield of around 10%. The WAULT 

at the moment is 4.1 years and the acquisition price was around EUR 20 million. I am very 

happy to say that based on the first discussions we had with the tenant, we think we will be 

able to renew the contract if we further improve the building and focus on improving 

sustainability. That is the first impression we had based on the discussions we had with the 

government. It is not a closed deal, to be honest, but it is the first step moving towards adding 

value at this location.  
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The second deal we present is the Vitrum Building on the Parnassusweg in Amsterdam. This 

is one we bought from Goldman Sachs. We sold the retail assets to them and we bought back 

two buildings in Amsterdam. This one is at the South-Axis and also here, the tenant is the 

government. There is a nice yield of around 7% and here, we are also talking with the 

government about renewing the contract and to redevelop the building. There are no signals 

yet, neither positive nor negative, as the current tenant has not yet decided about their wish 

here. They are here because the current building is being redeveloped and only next year they 

know more about what they want there. The acquisition price was around EUR 45 million.  
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The next deal we also presented in April and you can see it on slide 12. The tenant of this 

building is ING. ING has its new headquarters next to this building and based on the current 

discussions with ING we also think this building will stay in the portfolio and it will be renewed 

the coming six months because this location is the one that ING will be interested in for the 

coming years. The gross yield is above 7.6% and the current rent here is around EUR 170 

while the market is EUR 185 per square metre. The energy label is C and the acquisition price 

was around EUR 34 million. 
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Last but not least I will present the new deal we did in Leiden, presented on slide 13. This 

building is located in the Bio Science Park in Leiden. We strongly believe that this area is one 

of the preferred locations by tenants now and future tenants. Not on the slide is the current 

vacancy rate in this area, which is below 1%: 0.6%. This reflects the current demand by tenants 

for this specific location. The closing will be in a few days at the end of this month. There is a 

planned meeting two days after the transfer. The acquisition price was EUR 17.5 million and 

the gross yield 8.9%. 
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Looking at the market on slide 14 you see why we like Amsterdam and Utrecht. You see that 

the investment volume in the Netherlands is still strong, driven by signs of improving occupancy 

demand, unemployment figures and economic growth. This is what you see on the right side 

of the slide. Prime rental growth in Amsterdam and Utrecht is getting much better and you see 

that vacancy rates – at the bottom left – are going down. Looking at the vacancy rate we see 

for the first time in years it has gone down from 12.7% at the end of 2016 until now 12%, mostly 

driven by demand. However, demand – I repeat that – is mostly in Amsterdam and Utrecht, so 

that is where we still focus on at the moment.  
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On slide 15 we talk about operational performance. This means you have to focus on net rent 

growth, ERV growth and like-for-like vacancy figures. The summary of this slide shows that 

like-for-like rental growth is positive, ERV growth is positive – 1.5% – and I am happy to say 

that negative reversion has gone down.  

 

Vacancy is reduced from 25.3% to 23.4%. We like this and we hope to achieve better results 

in the coming six months. So, one of my key targets in the coming six months is to improve 

occupancy and decrease vacancy.  

 

One remark: looking at the figures you see that it is mostly driven by disposals and acquisitions 

and of course in the next six months we will focus on improving like-for-like occupancy. 
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Slide 16 shows the revaluation results. We are proud on what we have achieved by investing 

but we are also proud that the valuations have gone up for the first time in years. It is 0.6%, 

mostly driven by Amsterdam. That is on the right hand side. You see that Amsterdam offices 

have gone up by EUR 18 million so we are happy that we invested in Amsterdam a lot in the 

last two years. Retail is nearly flat; you see that Retail has a small negative valuation of EUR 

1 million and that is mainly caused by lowered ERVs.  

 

Some HNK remarks: you see that HNK also has gone up and that is also driven by Amsterdam 

and Utrecht. We see some declines in Rotterdam and Den Bosch. Here we see that there is 

still a big difference between the G4 – like-for-like – and the other parts of the Netherlands. 

The G4 are like-for-like above 5%, so that is good. However, in the other parts of the 

Netherlands like-for-like is -8%, which shows our strategy is right, we think. 
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Looking at the last slide – slide 17 – you see it is about sustainability. We think we should focus 

on sustainability more and more. We think we are on the right way here. We improved this a 

lot; looking at sustainability we do this for the tenants, for the clients, for the future tenants and 

we do it because we think we have to do it ourselves. It is not only about energy scores but 

government is focusing on energy scores at the moment. Dutch government stipulates that all 

offices should have energy labels C or better in 2023. Looking at this figure at the right you 

see the total office portfolio and that nearly 80% of our portfolio is C label or better. Looking at 

HNK it is nearly 90% that has an energy label of C or better and the worst part of our portfolio, 

looking at only energy label, is the ‘other parts’ of the Netherlands with 63%. So, 63% of the 

office buildings in the other part of the Netherlands has an energy label of C or better. But 

looking at our G4 portfolio the best part has nearly 90% with an energy label of C or better, to 
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be honest. We will continue reporting on this because we think that the policy of NSI on paper 

should be better and should be more clear about this. However, the results so far are good. 

 

I now hand over to Bernd. 

 

 

 

Mr. Stahli: Let’s go to slide 19. 
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On slide 19 you can see the EPS bridge for the first half. EPS is up, as said, by 21% compared 

to the first half of 2016. The effect is cost savings, mostly operating costs and financing costs: 

9 cents out of operating costs and 12 cents out of financing cost. That is reflecting all of the 

efforts that we did as an organisation in 2016, refinancing our debt and also breaking some of 

the legacy swaps that we had at the end of 2016. 
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On slide 20 you can see a simplified revenue account to get to the EPRA earnings. We have 

taken 0.7 million of one-off restructuring costs in the first half and these have been offset by 

one-off revenues which are mostly related to provisions that we have released on the retail 

business that we sold. 

 

If we compare it to the first half of 2016, back in the first half of 2016 both the positive and the 

negative one-offs offset each other as well. So, at the bottom line the results are comparable. 

That is where we show the EPS bridge. 
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If we go to the NAV bridge on slide 21 you can see that we have had a 2% increase in NAV. It 

is a bit of retained earnings. We have had a small positive effect from the stock dividend that 

we did in the first half, where we had 38% take-up in new shares. We have also seen the effect 

of the increase in the valuation of 2%, driving our NAV. We have cancelled one of our swaps 

and we have had a positive result on the sale, as said, of the retail assets in the first half. So 

all in all, a 2% increase in NAV and we are pleased with that. 
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If we look at the balance sheet on slide 22, we see that assets held for sale have gone down 

from just under EUR 400 million to EUR 196 million. That comprises our retail assets; one 

asset less in Belgium and a small number of office assets that we are currently in negotiations 

with that we intend to sell in the second half. 

 

The balance sheet on the assets held for sale side will continue to shrink in the second half, 

more assets going back to stable retail investments as you would have expected. 
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You see on slide 23 that the LTV is at 38.1% and is very comfortable. It will increase when we 

acquire Leiden later this week to just over 39%. That is a level we are very comfortable with at 

this point in the cycle. We do not want it to be lower. We are in a very strong position at this 

point in time. The debt maturity at 3.6 years is something we are very comfortable with as well. 

As we are upgrading the business and as we are improving our credit profile we are able to 

negotiate better terms. We will address that in 2018 with the first maturities coming up late 

2019. 
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On slide 25 a little bit more about the outlook. 
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We have made a lot of progress over the past year. You probably will not be able to see much 

of this on the outside; we have had a significant turnover in personnel, we are starting a trainee 

program internally in September, we have consolidated our head offices from two floors down 

to one floor – trading efficiency – and rented out the other floor straight away. We have 

streamlined our processes and we have adjusted our internal reporting. Some of this has come 

at a one-off cost to the business but ultimately it will be visible in cost savings and in revenues 

as we are going to see the effects of all what we have done in the second half. Key indeed, as 

Anne has said, is the focus on revenues and the occupancy rate in particular. Whilst we cannot 

buck the market and most of our challenges are outside of the Randstad, we believe that with 

our current set-up and with an improving market in which we operate there is room for growth. 

 

Looking ahead, we expect further retail disposals albeit at a slower pace and with a focus on 

individual deals and not portfolios from here. We also aim to accelerate the rotation in our 
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offices portfolio to operate to larger, more efficient assets in our focus markets. Also, we are 

looking to identify the value-add opportunities that we have in our portfolio for 2018 and 2019 

to drive the total return proposition that NSI wants to be from this point onwards.  

 

We indicate an EPS range of EUR 2.52 to EUR 2.55 for the full year. EPS will be lower in the 

second half, as we are seeing the effect of the disposal of large-scale retail which was sold 

right at the end of the first half. But we are also seeing an increase in maintenance costs, which 

were slightly lower than we would expect them to be normally in the first half. The reduction in 

the EPS in the second half is mostly a reflection of the lower LTV of the business. 

 

The lower EPS in the second half is also the reason why we have kept the interim dividend 

stable at EUR 1.04 in the first half. When we look at the second half, we are comfortable with 

where we are and the dividend actually looks pretty solid at this point in time. 

 

In summary, we are optimistic about the outlook. We have enough going to drive the 

performance of NSI in the second half. We are optimistic about the outlook, we are optimistic 

about the markets in which we operate and the results are a full reflection of that. 

 

With that, I would like to open it up for Q&A. 
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

 

 

 Anna Pan – Kempen & Co  

 

Good morning, gentlemen. Thank you for the presentation. Just a quick question from my side. 

Maybe you could give a bit more colour and guidance on the office assets rotation? You have 

already made quite good progress for retail and, as you have guided, retail will be on slower 

pace individual asset basis but what about the office side? Can you give any timeline and the 

amounts you would like to divest and rotate? 

 

Mr. De Jong: Yes, I can give you some guidelines or some figures. At the moment, the focus 

is on selling smaller offices at the bottom quality of the portfolio. We think we presented a figure 

six months ago when I said that we would try to sell EUR 50 million out of the office portfolio. 

This is still my personal target. It is not written in stone but it is my personal target. We sold 10 

million so we have to sell another 40 million of smaller assets. The focus is on 10 to 20 small 

assets in the other parts of the Randstad and especially outside the Randstad. So at the 

moment we are focusing on selling smaller assets. The biggest efforts are on selling the ones 

outside the Randstad. We aim to do 10 or 20 out of them. 

 

Anna Pan – Kempen & Co: So, this is the expectation for this year. 

 

Mr. De Jong: No, it is not an expectation. It is my personal target so that is a slight difference. 

I think that the focus is on selling smaller assets instead of going on with the retail. 

 

Anna Pan – Kempen & Co: Right, and by selling these assets you just try to sell them straight 

away or do you expect to put in a bit of capex as well? 

 

Mr. De Jong: We will try to do with ‘at book value’ which means that it is an asset deal. So, it 

will be 10 or 20 small deals. At the moment we are working on a few of them. If capex is 

needed, we will of course do that but in general it will be trying to find the right user who will 
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buy, the right local developer, the right hotel guy, or the right residential transforming guy. So, 

will we put a lot of capex in it? I do not think so. 

 

Anna Pan – Kempen & Co: That is clear. Thank you. 

 

 

 Jaap Kuin – ING  

 

Good morning. I have two main question, first on the remaining disposals for retail. Could you 

maybe shed a bit of light on your plan to maximise value? […] and specifically, are you planning 

to be a consolidator of these scattered stakes in these centres and then sell or are you trying 

to find a buyer for your share? You mentioned you maybe would need to invest a little; could 

you quantify that to the extent that we get an idea of how much that would cost? 

 

My second question is on the Merin portfolio. I just want to know if you and up until what point 

your participated in the bidding and your considerations around this. 

 

Mr. Stahli: Let’s start with the Merin portfolio. We have seen this on the market. If you look at 

our strategy and our focus on a small number of core markets, you can see there is not much 

of an overlap with our portfolio. So, we decided not to participate in this process. 

 

For the retail side I will hand it to Anne. 

 

Mr. De Jong: It is too early to talk about figures and about how much we will sell in the next 

six months looking at retail. If you look at the current portfolio there may be a chance that we 

invest in for instance a retail centre like Zuidplein, the Rotterdam Zuidplein shopping centre. 

That might be a centre where we grow a little and invest a little more before we sell off. That is 

one.  

 

Looking at the smaller assets, they will be sold and that it is. We will maximise value and then 

we sell but we are not in a hurry, so it is too early to talk about figures. One of your questions 
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was also whether we would grow a little in one of the buildings. I think you suggested the 

Zuidplein. There is a good chance that Zuidplein will be bigger in our portfolio in the coming 

years because that is the best to attract potential buyers and get the merits valued and then 

sell for instance our current stake. But it is too early to mention figures, talk about predictions 

or forecast of capex in that way. 

 

Jaap Kuin – ING: Thanks! 

 

 

 

 Jean-Marie Caucheteux – Degroof Petercam  

 

I just have one question regarding operating costs, which impacted rather favourably the first 

half year figure. Do you still expect a lower figure for the second half of this year? I have only 

one question. 

 

Mr. Stahli: As it stands, the operating costs in the second half will be slightly higher because 

the maintenance costs that are part of that were quite low in the first half. We anticipate it to 

be a bit higher in the second half. So yes, the costs will probably be slightly higher in the second 

half. 

 

Jean-Marie Caucheteux – Degroof Petercam: And only in the second half of this year and 

not next year? 

 

Mr. Stahli: As we go into our budgeting rounds for 2018, we will have more detail on that and 

we will tell you about that when we publish our full year results. The first half was 

disproportionally low; it will typically be a little bit higher than what it was in the first half. 

 

Jean-Marie Caucheteux – Degroof Petercam: Okay, thank you. 
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Mr. Lucas: As there are no more questions, I would like to thank everybody. Have a nice day. 

Some of you we will talk to in the next coming days. Thanks very much and good bye! 

 

____ 

 

End of call 


